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Biophysical aspects of cancer – Electromagnetic mechanism
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Hypothesis of coherent vibration states in biological systems based on nonlinear interaction between longitudinal
elastic and electric polarization fields with metabolic energy supply was formulated by Fröhlich. Conditions for excitation of
coherent states and generation of electromagnetic fields are satisfied in microtubules which form electrical polar structures.
Numerical models are used for analysis of Fröhlich’s vibration states in cells.
Reduction of activity and of energy production in mitochondria, and disintegration of cytoskeleton structures by
phosphorylation on the pathway of cancer trasformation can diminish excitation of the Fröhlich’s vibration states and of the
generated electromagnetic field, which results in disturbances of the interaction forces between cells. Interaction forces
between cancer cells may be smaller than interaction forces between healthy cells and cancer cells as follows from
numerical models. Mechanism of malignity, i.e. local invasion, detachment of cancer cells, and metastasis, is assumed to
depend on the electromagnetic field.
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Introduction
Cancer reflects disturbances of properties and
behavior of cells in a multicellular system. Cancer
changes inner mechanisms in cells as well as their
interactions in the tissues. The vast majority of
cancers are connected with mutagenesis, i.e. with
changes of DNA (deoxyribonuclec acid). Epigenetic
origin of cancer is an extremely rare event. Cancer
transformation is a multistep microevolutionary
process that triggers a vast spectrum of biological,
biochemical, and biophysical changes1. Long term
transition from healthy to malignant behavior of cells
lasting even several decades is indicated by medical
observation. Proliferation is a general feature of
cancer. The initial noninvasive local growth of cancer
very often forms a structure lacking the typical
organized pattern of corresponding normal tissue2.
The most dangerous developmental steps – malignant
steps – start with local invasion. Cancer cells burrow
into their immediate surroundings. Process of local
invasion is assumed to be a result of active
locomotion rather than of passive transport, for
instance not a result of pressure. Cancer cell displays
changed properties of the cytoskeleton, of the cytosol,
of the plasma membrane, loss of cohesion and of
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contact inhibition, and tendency to separation. Loss of
adhesiveness plays a major part in the detachment of
cancer cells and their arrest in other parts of the body.
Establishment of metastasis involves the whole
concept of specific adherence between cells.
Alteration of proto-oncogenes to oncogenes results
in production of cancer protein kinases. Phosphorylation of proteins in normal cells is a ubiquitous
mechanism of regulation, but phosphorylation in
cancer cells is different from that in healthy cells.
Phosphorylation replaces a hydrogen atom in the
terminal hydroxyl group OH in the side chain residues
of serine, of threonine, and of tyrosine by a phosphate
group (by inorganic phosphate). The phosphate group
has about 80 times greater mass than hydrogen atom
and represents an electric multipole with negative
charge of three oxygen atoms at the outer surface. The
electrostatic interaction with positively charged side
chain amino acid residues can change protein
conformation and can also cause increased coupling
with the surroundings (with the heat bath).
Regardless of a great amount of the biological and
biochemical research results mechanisms underlying
processes of malignity are not well understood.
Fröhlich assumed that disturbances of electromagnetic
coherent states lead to evasion of cancer cells from
control and regulation in the tissue3. The Fröhlich’s
electromagnetic mechanism is based on nonlinear
interaction between longitudinal elastic and
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polarization fields and energy supply to the system
from metabolic sources. Fundamentals of the
biophysical theory were presented by Fröhlich4-6. He
described a vibration model too6-10. The mechanism
has a parallel in solid state ionic crystals. A
mechanical stroke on the side of the NaCl crystal
excites synchronized motion of atoms–of the natrium
and chloride ions11. The mechanical shock wave
interacts with polarization wave generated by motion
of charges. Polarization current displays coherent
signals (greater than noise) whose frequency depends
on direction of wave propagation in the crystal (the
frequency is of the order of magnitude of 10 THz).
Coherent vibrations based on nonlinear interaction
between elastic and polarization fields and on energy
supply seems to be a general property of electric polar
structures.
The Fröhlich theory contains general considerations on coherence and long range control12-17. Energy
storage and action of specific forces are important
consequences5, 9, 18-19.
Endogenous electromagnetic field generated by
vibrations in electrical polar structures may have
fundamental function in organization of biological
systems including morphological features, transport
of macromolecules and particles, biochemical
reactions, and polymerization of large structures20-25.
Changes of the generated endogenous electromagnetic
field may belong to the pathway of cancer transformation. Cytoskeleton disintegration and blocking
of mitochondria activity in cancer cells are a signature
of cancer.
The Fröhlich’s hypothesis of a fundamental role of
coherent polar vibrations in living cells processes is
now supported by direct and indirect measurements of
the generated electromagnetic field and of mechanical
vibrations of cellular membrane. Attraction of small
dielectric particles with high permitivity to cells was
observed26-28. Pohl29 explained the observed
phenomenon by dielectrophoretic. The greater the
permittivity of the particles and the smaller the
conductivity of the suspension with cells, the greater
the number of attracted particles. In the M phase yeast
cells attract the greatest number of particles.
Collection of attracted barium titanate particles to the
tips of elongated alga Monoraphidium griffithii was
observed by Hölzel and Lamprecht30. At the tips there
are regions of the highest intensity and of the greatest
inhomogeneity of the electric field. Albrecht-Buehler
investigated the ability of cells to detect electro-
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magnetic signals of other cells in the red or in the
near-infrared range31. Baby hamster kidney (BHK)
elongated cells were plated on both sides of a glass
film. If the film was thin (1 – 2 μm) than the cells
plated later (when the cell layer on the opposite side
was fully developed) oriented themselves in
transverse direction with respect to the cells on the
opposite side. The thick glass layer (150 μm)
prevented communication between cells. Using also
some other methods to suppress transfer of red or near
infrared fields between the cells on opposite sides of
the glass film Albrecht-Buehler concludes, that
interaction between cells is mediated by the
electromagnetic field. The Swiss 3T3 cells are able to
sense near infrared radiation (with specific
wavelengths) and to determine direction of individual
sources[32. Scattering latex particles (3.22 μm)
illuminated by the near infrared radiation served as a
source of the electromagnetic field. )ne forth of the
cells extended lamellipodia towards a single infrared
scatterer and 47 % of the cells towards two infrared
scatterers next to each other. The strongest response
was elicited by the electromagnetic field at the
wavelengths 800 nm, intermittently modulated (60
periods/min with rectangular or sinusoidal variations
of the amplitude). Illumination by a light with wavelengths in the range 510 – 560 nm did not had a
noticeable effect. Electromagnetic attraction between
3T3×cells (a variant derived from Swiss 3T3 cells) by
near infrared field results in formation of aggregates33.
Diameters of the cells are 22±5 μm. After ingestion of
scattering particles (latex particles, polycrystalline
diamond particles of 1 – 3 μm in diameter) the cell
were hyperscattering. Intensity of scattering (Isc) from
hyperscattering cells was measured by fiber optics
cable during irradiation by gallium aluminiumarsenide laser at the wavelength 830 nm. Cells were
randomly plated on an adhesive strip of a substrate.
The attached cells migrate along the strip and
eventually form aggregates. The range of aggregation
was five fold greater than the size of the cell at the
wavelength of 800 nm and for the particle size 3 μm.
Interaction forces between red blood cells up to a
distance of about 1 μm were also observed34-39.
Interaction between erythrocytes is weakened or
disappears if the cells are deprived of metabolic
energy stores, if their membrane is disorganized, and
if the quasi-static membrane potential is considerably
lowered. Cell membrane fluctuations of human
erythrocytes with frequency up to 30 Hz were
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measured by point dark spectroscopy40-44. The
dominant component of membrane fluctuations is
metabolically excited and depends on a dynamic
mechano-chemical coupling of the membraneskeleton network. Nanoscale oscillations of membranes of erythrocytes are correlated in a certain time
period and conditioned by energy supply, e.g. from
intracellular MgATP. The actin’s ATPase, located at
the end of short actin filaments in spectrin submembrane skeleton, is responsible for the MgATP
stimulation of red blood cell fluctuations. Mechanism
of transformation of chemical to vibrational energy is
not yet revealed. Levin and Korenstein conclude that
the low frequency fluctuations of the cell membrane
observed in erythrocytes may be a general property of
living cells40.
Coherent motion in biological systems was
experimentally investigated using femtosecond laser
spectroscopy. Nuclear motion in sub-millimeter wave
bands was probed by stimulated emission in the near
infrared band. Coherent vibrational motion performed
in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers was
measured45-51. Membranes of bacteria (e.g. of
Rhodobacter capsulatus) with genetically modified
photosynthetic systems were used. Coherent
oscillation at 15 and 77 cm-1 (0.45 and 2.3 THz) were
observed on the time scale of about 2 ps46. Nonlinear
effects and generation of signals with combined
frequencies were observed. Pelling et al.52-53 measured
membrane mechanical oscillation of yeast cells (of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae) using atomic force
microscope (AFM). Frequency of oscillations
depends on temperature (1.63 and 0.87 kHz at the
temperature 30° and 22°C, respectively) and on the
properties of the membrane (1.61 kHz of the
undisturbed membrane and 0.73 and 0.86 kHz of the
bud scar). Amplitudes of oscillation of an undisturbed
membrane are up to 3-4 nm. After application of
sodium azide (NaN3), which switches off ATP
production in the mitochondria but does not change
the mechanical properties of the cell membrane, the
cells do not display oscillatory motion. Pelling et al.
assumed that large-scale forces are generated in yeast
cells through the action of many proteins working in a
concerted and cooperative manner and suggested the
concerted action of motor protein52.
Vibrations in cells may display special distribution
corresponding to the condition of the minimum
energy of the generated electromagnetic field54.
Therefore, vibration of the plasma membrane may

have a zonal character and only detection of
vibrations at a very small area (very likely smaller
than 0.5 × 0.5 μm) can yield a result such as the
measurement using small dielectric particles26,
measurement by a light beam [40], or by a cantilever
tip of AFM52-53.
Regardless of the fact that measurement of the
electromagnetic field generated by living cells
represents only a limited partial picture of a variety of
possibilities in nature, it proves existence of the
biological electromagnetic fields and interactions
mediated by them.
Fröhlich’s theory of polar modes and coherent
states
Fröhlich considered an electric polarization field
P(r,t) coupled nonlinearly to an elastic field A(r,t)
where r, t are space and time coordinates4-6. The
densities of kinetic (K) and potential (W) energy are
given by the relations:
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where ω0 is the circular frequency, s is the velocity of
sound, and c is a coupling constant (Fröhlich also
introduced a correction factor into the relation for W
to provide reasonable behavior of the solution).
From the Lagrangean density L = K – W equations
of motion can be derived. For justified simplifications
and for appropriate value of the coupling constant two
branches of polarization waves exist – one with
vanishing and a second with non-vanishing mean
polarization. A metastable ferroelectric state may be
formed. Due to electric field of the polarization waves
long range nonlinear interactions can exist –
interactions between vibration modes in the system
and in the heat bath. Energy can be transferred
between modes with different frequencies with
participation of the heat bath.
The longitudinal polarization waves have discrete
spectrum of normal modes whose frequencies νi are
given by

ν 1 ≤ Λ ≤ν i ≤ Λ ≤ν z

(3)

where i = 1, 2, 3, ... z .
Energy transfer between vibration modes of the
polarization waves may be described by the rate
equations6-8:
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where ni is the occupation number of the i-th normal
mode, si is the number of energy quanta supplied in
unit time from the energy source (rate of energy
supply), φ i and χij are the linear and the nonlinear
transition probabilities, respectively, and β = h/kT, h is
the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
T is the temperature. A stationary solution of Eq. (4)
may be derived for φ i = φ , χij = χ, and si = s in the
form:
1
ni = A
… (5)
exp[β (ν i − μ ) ] − 1
where μ is the excitation potential (0 ≤ μ ≤ ν1). For
ν1 ~ μ energy condensed in the lowest frequency
mode may be high. The stationary solution (5)
displays energy condensation in the lowest frequency
mode, which is a fundamental property of the
Fröhlich’s vibration system.
Two Fröhlich’s systems mutually interact. The
interaction energy I per one system may be expressed
by an approximate relation20:
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where νi,, νj (index 0) and νk, ν λ (index I) are the
frequencies of the systems before interaction and in
interaction, respectively. The frequencies of the
interacting systems are given by a simplified relation:

ν =
2

ν i2 + ν 2j
2
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⎝ 2

dI
dR

= −2

dI dQ
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where R is the distance.

Relations (4), (6) – (8) will be used for numerical
modeling of the Fröhlich’s vibration systems and
interaction between them.

Models of the coherent systems
Numerical analysis enables us to assess effects of
various parameters and conditions on the vibration
system. Coupling of the system to the heat bath may
depend on the condensed energy in the system. Let us
assume that φ i (χij) have the same values for all the
modes( φ i = φ and χij = χ) and that the φ transition
probability depends on the occupation number of the
lowest frequency mode in the form
⎡⎛ n − n ⎞ p ⎤
01
⎟ ⎥
φ = φ 0 exp ⎢⎜⎜ 1
⎢⎣⎝ n max ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦

… (9)

where n01 is occupation number in the thermodynamic
equilibrium, nmax is the limit value of the occupation
number in the lowest frequency mode (600 is used),
and φ 0 is the coefficient of the linear transition
probability. The parameter p determines the degree of
the nonlinear dependence of the transition probability
φ on excitation. The nonlinear transition probability
is assumed to be given by the relation χ = 0.1 φ 0 .
Figure 1 shows excitation of vibration modes of a
model Fröhlich’s system (in mm and submm wave
range). Energy condensation in the lowest frequency
mode depends on energy supply from metabolic
sources. The χ term in Eq. (4) describes energy
transfer to the lower frequency modes as well as to
the higher frequency modes. But due to different
transition probabilities the resulting energy flow is
directed from the higher frequency modes downwards

2

⎞
2
⎟ + (Q 2ν iν j )
⎟
⎠

… (7)

where Q is the modified interaction coefficient and ν
represents νk or ν λ .
The force acting between the vibration systems is
given by the relation:
F = −2
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… (8)

Fig. 1—Effect of energy supply on excitation of a Fröhlich’s
system in the mm and sub mm wave bands (energy versus
frequency). The dashed lines denote thermal equilibrium values.
Resulting energy flow is downwards along the frequency scale.
Parameters: Coefficient of the linear transition probability φ0 = 0.2
s-1, φ is given by Eq. (9) for p = 4 and nmax = 600. Energy supply
s = 1 (a) and 0.01s-1 (b)
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along the frequency scale. Some higher frequency
modes are excited above the thermodynamic
equilibrium values too. Condensation decreases with
diminished energy supply. The greater the φ 0 value
(i.e. the coupling to the heat bath), the smaller the
excitation of the vibration system (Fig. 2).
The interaction forces between two vibration
systems for p = 4 are shown in Fig. 3. The p value
used represents strong nonlinear dependence of
damping on excitation. (a similar model of interaction
forces was analyzed by Pokorny55). For small values
of φ 0 and sufficient excitation the interaction forces
are negative, i.e. attractive. If one of the interacting
systems is strongly excited the attractive forces are
greater than in the case of weak excitation (excitation
depends on the coupling to the heat bath and on the
energy supply). The absolute values of the interaction
forces decrease with increasing transition probabilities
and with decreasing energy supply. Position of the
rising part of the interaction forces curves is shifted to

Fig. 2—Effect of φ0 on excitation of the Fröhlich’s system in the
mm and sub mm wave bands (energy versus frequency). The
dashed lines denote thermal equilibrium values. Parameters:
s = 1 s-1, p = 4, and nmax = 600. φ0 is 0.01 (a) and 7.5 s-1 (b)

Fig. 3—Electromagnetic interaction forces F between two
Fröhlich’s systems versus coefficient of the linear transition
probability φ0 (coefficient of coupling to the heat bath). [C-H –
interaction between a system with weak coupling to the heat bath
(φ0 = 0.01 s-1) and a second system with φ0 given on the abscissa;
C-C - interaction between two systems with φ0 given on the
abscissa; C-S - interaction between a system with φ0 given on the
abscissa and a second system with strong coupling to the heat bath
(φ0 = 7.5 s-1); Parameters: p = 4, nmax = 600. Energy supply
s = 1 s-1 (a) and 0.1 s-1 (b)]

smaller values of φ 0 by decreased energy supply. For
large values of φ 0 and small energy supply
(s = 0.01 s-1) the C-C and C-S curves have values near
zero.The interaction forces are very small - attractive
or even repulsive.

Measurement of mechanical and electrical
vibrations of yeast cells – Preliminary results
Cold sensitive β-tubulin mutant tub2-401 of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae was used (strain CUY67
Mata tub2-401 ura3-52 ade2-101). The temperature
dependence of microtubule polymerization is used to
synchronize the cell culture. At the restrictive
temperature (< 14°C) the cells cannot polymerize
microtubules. The cells cultivated at the restrictive
temperature continue in their develepment up to the
beginning of the M phase where the cells are arrested.
Increase of the temperature above the permissive one
(above 25°C) triggers the synchronized entry of the
arrested cells into the M phase. Non-synchronized
cells are cultivated at the permissive temperature. At
the permissive temperature microtubules can be
polymerized and the cell evolution along the cell
cycle is not influenced.
Mechanical vibrations of the membranes of the
synchronized yeast cells were investigated by atomic
force microscope (AFM) – MultiMode IV, Veeco. A
cell in the sedimented layer was measured at the
temperature of 28°-30°C. Figure. 4 shows oscillations
at about 800 Hz.

Fig. 4—Mechanical vibrations of the yeast cell membrane
measured by AFM. (f – frequency, t – time).
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Electrical oscillations in the frequency range 4001600 Hz were measured by a spectrum analyzer
Agilent E4448A controled by PC. Reference level
was -80 dBm, and the resolution (RBW) and the
video (VBW) bandwidths were 1 Hz. The investigated frequency range was examined by two scans,
each of 600 Hz bandwidth and with the sweep time
1.85 s. The sum of both sweep times together with the
time for transfer of the trace data into the PC memory
was 6 s. A schematic picture of the measurement
sytem is given in Fig. 5. The power gain of the
preamplifiers is of about 110 dB. The electric
oscillations were detected by a short segment of Pt
wire (with diameter of 200 μm) obliquely cut to form
a tip of about 50 nm. The tip of the wire was
positioned 8 μm above a Pt covered bottom (grount
contact) of a cuvette in the suspension with yeast
cells. A cell in the layer of the sedimented cells was
measured at the temperature of 28°-29°C.
Mean electric power of synchronized yeast cells,
evaluated from 10 scans (i.e. within one min) at about
20 min after beginning of measurement, is shown in
Fig. 6. The frequency of the spectral line at 800 Hz
coincides with that of mechanical vibrations (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5—Schematic diagramme of measurement system of electric
potential at acoustic frequencies [SA=spectrum analyzer,
TSB=temperature stabilized box, SB=threefold screened box,
S=sensor,
TA=transformation
amplifier,
A=amplifier,
PC=computer, TS=temperature stabilizer]

Fig. 6—Mean electric power of synchronized yeast cells versus
frequency evaluated from 10 scans (in one min) at about 20 min
after beginning of measurement.
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Data from 400 double scans in the frequency range
400-1600 Hz were recorded for each individual
measurement and the mean power evaluated. Figure 7
shows mean power of individual measurements of
synchronized and non-synchronized yeast cells.
Figure 8 shows the average value of the power of
synchronized and of non-synchronized yeast cells
evaluated from individual measurements in the
frequency range 400 – 1600 Hz. The average value of
the power of synchronized cells is of 9 % greater than
the power of non-synchronized cells with statistical
significance of 0.001.

Mitochondrial energy production
From thermodynamic point of view biological
systems are far from equilibrium. Organization of
living cells is conditioned by continuous energy

Fig. 7—Mean power of yeast cells measured 40 min in the
frequency range 400-1600 Hz with 1 Hz RBW and VBW of the
spectrum analyzer (400 double scans – one from 400 to 1000 and
the other from1000 to 1600 Hz). Synchronized cells – crosses,
non-synchronized cells – triangles.

Fig. 8—The average value of the mean power of synchronized
and of non-synchronized yeast cells evaluated from individual
measurements in the frequency range 400 – 1600 Hz. The average
value of power of synchronized cells is of 9 % greater than the
power of non-synchronized cells with statistical significance
0.001.
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supply from energy sources. Energy production in
living cells is closely connected with basic processes
of life. In the absence of sufficient energy producing
activity of mitochondria the anaerobic glycolysis is
stimulated.
Study of energy production system and its changes
are included in investigation of cancer cells. In normal
cells mitochondrial ATP production exceeds
production by glycolysis. Pyruvate, the final output of
fermentation after entering a mitochondrion is
transformed to acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl CoA).
Nearly 60 % of acetyl CoA energy is not utilized for
ATP production in a mitochondrion. Wasted energy
flows out from mitochondria (which are assembled
along microtubules) in the form of heat and may have
effects on microtubules and their ambient medium. At
least a part of the heat energy may be absorbed by
microtubules.
Energy production in mitochondria is supressed by
cancer transformation and the vast amount of energy
production is switched to glycolysis in cytoplasm of
the cell – the Warburg effect56-57. Structure and
functioning of mitochondria are changed and the
pathway for energy production is blocked. The energy
deficiency, under which the cells operate, is a driving
force to the increase of fermentation. It is proved that
alterations in respiratory activity and mtDNA
(mitochondrial deoxyribonucleic acid) abnormalities
appear to be a general feature of malignant cells58. For
instance, the function of mitochondria is repressed in
human liver, kidney, and colon carcinogenesis59.
Energy substrate availability could play an important
role in mitochondrial disfunction. Defective mitochondrial system in cancer cells can be improved by
changing substrate availability60. Iron-sulfur clusters
processes in mitochondria are important biosynthetic
pathway of life61, but their role in cancerogenesis is
not yet fully understood.
Frataxin can activate mitochondrial energy
production62. Formation of frataxin increases the
activity of the electron transport chain, the mitochondrial membrane potential, and ATP production63,
and diminishes malignant transformation in vitro64.
Impaired mitochondrial function and tumor growth is
connected with disruption of frataxin expression65. In
cancer cells blockade of ATP production in
mitochondria is caused by phosphorylation of
pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) enzyme family
converting pyruvate to acetyl CoA. The ability of
mitochondria to generate energy is booted by DCA

(dichloracetate) which activates PDH66 Functioning
mitochondria help to restore the normal cellular
functions and to switch on the apoptosis of aberrant
cells.
In cancer cells ATP production by mitochondria is
replaced by production in glycolytic processes.
Warburg predicted, that the cells need their
respiratory energy production to preserve their
structure57. If the activity of mitochondria is
important, then the main influence may be connected
with the wasted energy efflux and/or with the electric
field of the mitochondrial membrane.
Energy absorbed from mitochondrial heat efflux,
together with energy supplied by motor proteins, and
from hydrolysis of GTP to GDP in β tubulins after
polymerization can excite vibration states in microtubules. It seems reasonable to assume that microtubules form the main structure generating electromagnetic field in eukaryotic cells that contributes to
interactions and organization inside the cell and
between cells. Therefore, reduction or cut off the
wasted energy efflux from mitochondria may be one
of the main agents causing disturbances of the
coherent vibrations and reduction of coherence of the
endogenous electromagnetic field.

Disintegration of the cytoskeleton
Actin filaments, intermediate filaments, and
microtubules are the cytoskeleton components which
together with accessory proteins participate in cell
motility, ribosomal and vesical transport, mitosis, and
transduction of pressure and tension. Elastic modulus
of living cell is determined by the state of the cell and
can be changed in dependence on internal cellular
organization, on biochemical conditions, and on
pathological state. The cytoskeleton functions are well
organized, regulated, and synchronized. Morphological changes caused by the cytoskeleton on the
pathway of malignant transformation are used for
cancer diagnosis. Cancer evolution induces cytoskeleton defects before malignant properties of the
cell are created.
Mechanical stiffness of nontumorigenic human
epithelial breast cells MCF-10, nonmetastatic cancer
cells MCF-7, and modified MCF-7 cells (denoted as
modMCF-7 cells) with increased metastatic potential
by treatment with TPA (12-Q-tetradecanoylphorbol13-acetate) was measured using a stretcher with
optically induced forces by two counterpropagating
divergent laser beams published by Guck et al.67
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(Fig. 9). Chemically modified modMCF-7 cells
display increased metastatic potential. Deformability
of the nonmetastatic cancer MCF-7 cell is twice
greater compared with healthy MCF-10 cell, and
deformability of modMCF-7 cell with increased
metastatic potential is three times greater. The
stiffness of the epithelial breast cells displays
alterations of the cytoskeleton properties and
organization.
The relationships among biomechanical properties,
cellular structure, and cancer evolution are analyzed
by Suresh and coworkers68,69. Figure 10 contains
description of changes of mechanical properties of a
cell on its cancer evolution pathway69. We assume
that the cytoskeleton changes are followed by
disturbances of the Fröhlich’s coherent states.
Changes of the cytoskeleton structure followed by
deformability and cellular adherence defects are
characteristic precursors of cell malignant properties.
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Cytoskeleton defects and mechanical properties of
human cancer pancreatic cells Panc-1 were investtigated68,69. Keratin network in the cell is reorganized
and disturbed after treatment with sphingosylphosphorylcholine (SPC) which plays critical role in
invasion and metastasis of gastrointestinal tumors70.
Treatment of Panc-1 cells with SPC leads to
phosphorylation and reorganization of keratin into a
ring-like structure around the nucleus within 45 min.
After application of SPC the normalized distance
between the outer edge of the keratin structure and the
nucleus membrane is reduced to about 50 % of the
unperturbed value (Fig. 11). Deformability of the
Panc-1 cells before and after treatment with SPC was
measured using the microplate mechanical stretcher
method. The relative elastic spring constant decreases
to about 40 % (Fig. 11) and the energy dissipated per
one cycle of displacement increases to 400 % after
SPC treatment. The Fröhlich’s coherent vibrations
may be disturbed as a consequence of cytoskeleton
disintegration.
Organization of the mitotic spindle can be
disturbed by external electric field with intensity
1-2 V/cm and frequency 100 – 300 kHz in the cytokinetic phase of cell division as was published by
Kirson et al.71,72 and Cucullo et al.73. In the narrow
midbody region where actin filament contracting ring
creates clevage furrow the external electric field has

Fig. 9—Effect of TPA on cancer cells. Relative optical
deformability of healthy (MCF-10), cancer (MCF-7), and TPA
modified metastatic cancer (modMCF-7) human breast epithelial
cells. Adapted from Guck et al.67

Fig. 10—A schematic diagramme of the changes of the
mechanical properties in cells on the cancer evolution pathway as
were described in [69]. Cytoskeleton structural changes might
result in the changes of the Fröhlich‘s coherent states.

Fig. 11—Collapse of keratin network – biomechanical properties
of Human Panc-1 cancer cells before (the white columns) and
60 min after (the black columns) SPC treatment. The normalize
distance between outer edge of the keratin cytoskeleton
distribution and the membrane of the nucleus and the effective
elastic spring constant of the cells are shown. Data on keratin
collapse and on spring constant are taken from Suresh and
coworkers68,69. Assumed disturbance of the Fröhlich’s coherent
states is included.
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greater intensity than the electric field generated by
the polar microtubular tip. The forces exerted by the
external field on tubulin heterodimers prevent their
correct orientation and attraction to the close vicinity
of the tip and, therefore, disturb polymerization of
microtubules. The cells (e.g. melanoma cells) are
arrested in mitosis by the external field and/or the
cells are disintegrated. This effect, i.e. disruption of
normal polymerization-depolymerization process,
shows biological significance of endogenous electric
field generated by microtubules.

Malignity of cancer cells
At certain stage of cancer development cancer cells
begin to burrow their way into the surrounding tissue.
A sprout insinuates itself amongst the surrounding
normal cells moving outwads from the locus of its
origin. The cell surface and the surrounding structures
with which the cell surface comes into contacts are of
profound importance for the cell invasive movements.
Invasion seems to be a result of force effects. We will
not disscussed here the molecular and biochemical
interactions. We present biophysical hypothesis of
electromagnetic field forces between cells. Fig. 12
shows possible force effects. Cell as a whole
represents the Fröhlich’s vibration system generating
electromagnetic field which mediates interaction
between cells55. If the electromagnetic forces between
cancer cells are smaller than forces between healthy
cells and cancer cells, then the cancer cells are pulled
by healthy cells inside the healthy tissue (Fig. 12).
We assume that along the pathway of cancer
evolution the Fröhlich’s vibrations are progressively
deteriorated by the increase of the linear transition
probability φ0 (indicating energy losses from the
Fröhlich’s system)20, by the decrease of enegy supply,
and by disitegration of the cytoskeleton. Values of φ0
on the horizontal axes of Fig. 3 may also be understood as representing a transformed level of phosphorrylation. The C-H curves determine the interaction
forces between a „current“ cancer cell (C) with a
value of φ0 given on the abscissa and a healthy cell
(H), the C-C curves the interaction forces between
two current cancer cells, and C-S curves the
interaction forces between a „current“ cancer cell and
a cancer cell with strong coupling to the heat bath (S).
If the attractive forces between a healthy cell and a
cancer cell (C-H curves) are considerably greater than
attractive forces between two cancer cells (C-C
curves), cancer cells are pulled by healthy cells out of

the tumor (Fig. 3). For higher φ 0 values (higher
phosphorylation level) the forces acting between
cancer cells are very small (attractive or repulsive)
and cancer cells can detach. The vertical dashed lines
may delineate approximate regions of local invasion
and of metastatic growth.
Reduced energy supply to the Fröhlich’s coherent
vibrations can shift the regions of local invasion and
of metastasis to smaller values of φ0 (as is shown in
Fig. 3b).
We may conclude that adherence forces between
cells determine their behavior – whether cells adhere
to or separate from one another.
Figure 13 shows a schematic picture of a pathway
of cancer transformation of a cell. Cytoskeleton, the
locus of the Fröhlich‘s coherent vibrations, is
phosphorylated and disorganized and wasted energy
efflux from mitochondria is diminished. Coherent
states are disturbed. Therefore, cancer is a disease
including biophysical processes. Malignity of a cancer
cell can be explained by defects of the Fröhlich’s
coherent states and of the generated endogenous
cellular electromagnetic field.

Fig. 12—A model of force interactions between cancer and
healthy cells. A cancer cell is pulled into a healthy tissue by a
force exerted by a healthy cell overcoming cancer cell attraction.
In a biological system the forces are acting between cancer and
healthy tissues.

Fig. 13—A schematic hypothetical diagramme of the role of
disturbances of the Fröhlich’s coherent states in cancer
transformation of a cell. Phosphorylation of proteins resulting in
increased coupling of protein and protein structures to the ambient
medium, disorganization of the cytoskeleton, and diminished
mitochondrial activity with reduced wasted energy efflux are
assumed to cause low excitation and disturbances of coherent
vibrations and of generated bioelectromagnetic field.
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Conclusion
The Fröhlich’s hypothesis of coherent polar
vibrations in living matter is based on nonlinear
interaction of electric polarization and longitudinal
elastic fields. Energy supplied from metabolic sources
is not thermalized and coherent state is formed.
Microtubules in the cytoskeleton satisfy requirements
for excitation of coherent vibrations and generation of
the electromagnetic field, which has organization role
in the cell, mediates directed transport of dielectric
particles and of electrons and interactions between
cells.
On the pathway of cancer evolution activity of
mitochondria is reduced, wasted energy effux to the
vicinity of microtubules diminished, and cytoskeleton
in the cell disintegrated. As a result endogenous
electromagnetic field and its coherence are disturbed.
Organization inside cell and interactions between
cells are damaged. Cancer is a disease of the energy
producing system with reduced mitochondrial activity
(the Warburg effect) and of cytoskeleton disintergration. We assume that cancer is a disease of
coherent electrical polar states (of the Fröhlich’s
vibrations), and of the endogenous electromagnetic
field too. Biological electromagnetic field is already
measured and its existence proved. Further progress
in measurement based on nanotechnological detection
and amplification systems may disclose electromagnetic differences between healthy and cancer
cells.
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